Gift Shop & Gallery

Gift Shop & Gallery

Distinctive Ketubah Collection

The KI Gift Shop & Gallery features a variety of ketubot by contemporary
artists. Ketubot can be personalized with your choice of texts (egalitarian,
traditional, etc) and styles. Prices range from $150-$300. Calligraphy and
personalization $75. Special texts for LGBTQ+ couples are available on
select ketubot.
Stop in and browse through our many samples and catalogs. Or check
our web site www.kenesethisrael.org/ketubah.
Hours by appointment
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KI ...at the corner of tradition & innovation

The Keneseth Israel ketubah
"Love through the Seasons” - by Karen Shain Schloss.
A KI commissioned Ketubah

KI GIFT SHOP & GALLERY

About the Ketubah
This Jewish marriage agreement is considered
an integral part of a Jewish wedding. It records
the date and place of the wedding and the
sacred vows exchanged by the couple. Prices
range from $150-$300.

“Dreamcatcher” is composed of delicate floral “Hamsas”
symbolizing the divine potential of a loving marriage and
blessings of protection from harm - by Amy Fagin.

“To Everything There is a Season”, a laser-cut,
paper cut ketubah represents the seasons of
the year within an outer border of earth, sea,
the heavens and the sky - by Karen Shain Schloss.

“Woodland Canopy” ketubah, a pairing of strength,
and an image of two family
trees uniting - by Betsy Platkin Teutsch.

“Mystic Jerusalem” ketubah is a potpourri of color, texture
and coolness. It is a fanciful and optimistic rendition of
Jerusalem - by Mickie Caspi

“Persian Silk” ketubah, a delicate light blue filigree on a
dark blue background mimics shimmering
Persian silk - by Mickie Caspi.

www.kenesethisrael.org

“Celestial Jerusalem” ketubah is a pastiche of color and
texture, a fanciful rendition of Jerusalem that is blessed by
doves of peace - by Mickie Caspi.
“Four Trees” is a celebration of the marriage vows today
and the promise of a future together represented by the
seasons to come - by Mickie Caspi.
215.887.8700

